CARE AND MAINTENANCE

GRAND SELECTION laminate floors are very easy to care for. They need neither special cleaning agents nor any other subsequent treatment. A vacuum cleaner or the occasional moist mop is perfectly adequate. This saves not only time and money, but also the use of chemicals in the household. Although laminate floors are highly resistant, they are not indestructible. The following simple precautions protect the laminate floor from scratches and other damage:

- Use cleanwalk zones and dirt absorbing mats in the entrance area
- Quickly remove all dirt, sand, grit, and other foreign bodies
- Fit furniture, and especially chairs with felt pads
- Immediately wipe up spilled liquids
- Use office chairs with soft casters or on protective mats

Regular cleaning

- Remove loose dust from the floor with a broom, or better with a duster
- Vacuum clean with a floor nozzle fitted with soft brushes
- When necessary, wipe occasionally with a well wrung, wet sprayed cloth, and dry afterwards. Clean water without additives is adequate.

Not suitable

- Polish, wax, oil, paint, etc. These cannot bond to the melamine surface and can give rise to undesired changes.
- Acids
- Abrasive cleaning agents, sponges, cloths, pads, etc.
- Sanding